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Using a formula of Billey, Jockusch and Stanley, Fomin and

Kirillov have introduced a new set of diagrams that encode the

Schubert polynomials. We call these objects rc-graphs. We de-

fine and prove two variants of an algorithm for constructing the

set of all rc-graphs for a given permutation. This construction

makes many of the identities known for Schubert polynomials

more apparent, and yields new ones. In particular, we give

a new proof of Monk’s rule using an insertion algorithm on

rc-graphs. We conjecture two analogs of Pieri’s rule for multi-

plying Schubert polynomials. We also extend the algorithm to

generate the double Schubert polynomials.

1. INTRODUCTIONSchubert polynomials (de�ned in Section 2) areof interest in algebraic geometry and in combina-torics. Their history goes back to the the nine-teenth century, but the modern notion is due toLascoux and Sch�utzenberger [1982; 1985], who de-veloped a beautiful theory of these polynomials. Acomplete exposition can be found in [Macdonald1991].Our approach to computing Schubert polynomi-als is an algorithmic one. The idea is related to aconjecture originally due to Axel Kohnert [1990],saying that the Schubert polynomials could be con-structed by applying a recursive algorithm on thediagram D(w) de�ned from a permutation w =[w1; : : : ; wn] as the set of pairs (i; wj) for whichj > i and wj < wi. Each diagram that appears inthe recursion contributes a term to the Schubertpolynomial. At this time, Kohnert's conjecture hasnot been proved except in the special case that wis a vexillary permutation (or 2143-avoiding). Wehave veri�ed the conjecture for every permutationin the symmetric group S7.
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In [Bergeron 1992] another algorithm, similar toKohnert's, is given. This algorithm again startswith D(w) but is computationally more complex.Furthermore, some identities about Schubert poly-nomials cannot readily be established using thismethod of computation. Therefore, we were drivento �nd yet another constructive method of com-puting Schubert polynomials from some other setof diagrams.Fomin and Kirillov [1993] introduced a new setof diagrams that encode the Schubert polynomi-als. We call this object an rc-graph (for reduced-word compatible sequence graph). In the spiritof Kohnert's conjecture, we are interested in con-structing Schubert polynomials by doing \moves"on rc-graphs. We will de�ne and prove two variantsof an algorithm for constructing the set of all rc-graphs for a given permutation in Section 3. Thisalgorithm has been much more e�cient in time andspace than previously known ones. It can also beextended to generate the double Schubert polyno-mials as well. Using this construction, many of theidentities known for Schubert polynomials becomemore apparent and new identities have emerged. Inparticular, Section 5 gives a new proof of Monk'srule, using an insertion algorithm on rc-graphs.Experimentation on computers has greatly fa-cilitated our work. We have gained an invaluableamount of intuition about Schubert polynomialsby looking at data, we have been able to rule outfalse conjectures quickly, and we have found twovery interesting conjectures. In Section 6, we con-jecture two analogs of Pieri's rule for multiplyingSchubert polynomials. We explain how we usedcomputers to �nd these conjectures.
2. BACKGROUND ON SCHUBERT POLYNOMIALSWe will briey review the basic terminology from[Macdonald 1991]. Let Sn be the symmetric groupon n elements; we write a permutation w 2 Sn inone-line notation as [w1; w2; : : : ; wn], for w1; : : : ; wnin f1; 2; : : : ; ng. Let si denote the transpositionthat interchanges the i-th and (i + 1)-st entries

when acting from the right on a permutation. It iswell known that s1; : : : ; sn�1 generate Sn, with therelations s2i = 1;sisj = sjsi for ji� jj > 1,sisi+1si = si+1sisi+1:For w 2 Sn, the length l(w) of w is the length ofa shortest string sa1sa2 : : : sap representing w; wecall the p-tuple a1a2 : : : ap a reduced word for w.Let R(w) denote the set of all reduced words for apermutation w.Let Z[x1 ; x2; : : : ; xn] denote the ring of polyno-mials in n variables with coe�cients in Z. We de-�ne an action of w 2 Sn on f 2 Z[x1 ; : : : ; xn] bywf(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) = f(xw1; xw2 ; : : : ; xwn). Fromthis we can de�ne the divided di�erence operators@if(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) = f(x1; : : : ; xn)� sif(x1; : : : ; xn)xi � xi+1for 1 � i � n � 1. It is easy to check that @2i = 0,@i@j = @j@i if ji� jj > 1 and @i@i+1@i = @i+1@i@i+1.Therefore @w = @a1@a2 : : : @ap does not depend onthe choice of reduced word a1a2 : : : ap 2 R(w). Inaddition, @a1@a2 : : : @ap = 0 if a1a2 : : : ap is not re-duced.
Definition. For each permutation w 2 Sn, the Schu-bert polynomial Sw isSw = @w�1w0xn�11 xn�22 : : : x1n�1x0n;where w0 = [n; n� 1; : : : ; 1] is the longest elementof Sn.For m > n, we can associate with a permutationw = [w1; w2; : : : ; wn] 2 Sn the permutation v =[w1; w2; : : : ; wn; n + 1; : : : ;m] 2 Sm. Now v and whave the same set of reduced words (the generatorsbeing interpreted in Sn or Sm as appropriate), sotheir length is also the same. From now on weidentify two such permutations, making Sn into asubgroup of Sm for n < m. We set S1 = SSn,and still write w 2 S1 as w = [w1; w2; : : : ; wn] ifw 2 Sn. The de�nition of a Schubert polynomialapplies equally well to w 2 S1; it is not obvious at
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this point that the result is independent of n, butthis will follow from Theorem 2.1.The theory of Schubert polynomials is closelyintertwined with the study of reduced words. Thekey to understanding this relationship is Theorem2.1, which amounts to an alternative de�nition ofSchubert polynomials. This result was originallyconjectured by Richard Stanley, and �rst provedin [Billey et al. 1993] and subsequently in [Fominand Stanley 1991] in a very elegant way.
Definition. If a = a1 : : : ap 2 R(w), we say that ap-tuple � = (�1; : : : ; �p) of (strictly) positive inte-gers is a-compatible if�1 � �2 � � � � � �p;�j � aj for 1 � j � p;�j < �j+1 if aj < aj+1:Let C(a) denote the set of all a-compatible se-quences.Theorem 2.1 [Billey et al. 1993; Fomin and Stan-ley 1991]. For any permutation w 2 S1,Sw = Xa2R(w) X�1:::�p2C(a)x�1x�2 : : : x�p :It is easy to compute a Schubert polynomial us-ing this theorem, provided one can compute all re-duced words. For example, for w = [3; 1; 2; 5; 4]the reduced words are 214, 241 and 421. For eachof these we compute all compatible sequences asfollows: 214 241 421112 111113114Therefore S[3;1;2;5;4] = x31 + x21x2 + x21x3 + x21x4.
3. CONSTRUCTING SCHUBERT POLYNOMIALS

FROM RC-GRAPHSIn this section we de�ne rc-graphs and an algo-rithm for computing Schubert polynomials. Thegoal of our algorithm is to start with a particular

rc-graph and apply a sequence of transformations,thereby obtaining all rc-graphs for a permutation.After proving several lemmas, we state and proveTheorem 3.7, our main theorem, which states thatthis algorithm constructs the Schubert polynomi-als.There are in fact two avors of the algorithm,dual in a certain sense to one another. The dualityfollows from Lemma 3.2, which gives a correspon-dence between the rc-graphs of w and those of w�1.We conclude this section with some corollariesthat follow easily from Theorems 3.7.
Definition. Given a reduced word a = a1a2 : : : apand an a-compatible sequence � = �1�2 : : : �p, thereduced-word compatible sequence graph or rc-graph(a;�) is the subsetD(a;�) of f1; 2; : : :g�f1; 2; : : :gconsisting of pairs(�k; ak � �k + 1) for 1 � k � p:We let RC(w) = fD(a;�) : a 2 R(w);� 2 C(a)g:We will depict D(a;�) as an incidence table inupper triangular form, with rows and columns la-beled 1; 2; : : :. For example, one reduced word for[3; 1; 4; 6; 5; 2] is a = 521345, and � = 111235 isa-compatible. The rc-graph D(a;�) is given by1 2 3 4 5 61 + + � � + �2 � + � � �3 � + � �4 � � �5 + �6 �

(3.1)

where a + represents a pair that belongs to thegraph and a � one that does not.
Remarks 3.1. It will soon become clear why it ismore convenient in our context to use the pairs(�k; ak � �k + 1) instead of the pairs (�k; ak).One can also de�ne rc-graphs in the general casewhen a is not a reduced word, but we will not needthat.
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Given an rc-graph D(a; �), one can recover a byreading out the numbers j + i � 1 for the occu-pied positions (i; j) from right to left in each rowfrom top to bottom. The compatible sequence � isrecovered by reading the row numbers of the occu-pied positions, in the same order. If a1a2 : : : ap isthe reduced word read from the rc-graph D, we letpermD = sa1sa2 : : : sapbe the permutation such that D 2 RC(permD).It follows from the de�nition of a compatible se-quence that, if permD 2 Sn, all the elements (i; j)of D satisfy i + j < n. Conversely, any set ofpairs of positive integers (i; j) that lies in the areai+j < n and that gives a reduced word a by meansof the above reading is an rc-graph of a permuta-tion of Sn, and the corresponding sequence of rownumbers is a-compatible.The rc-graphs originally introduced by Fominand Kirillov [1993] are a bit more elaborate. Theyrepresent a planar history of the inversions of w =permD. To get from the de�nition above to thisother one, we draw strands that cross at the po-sitions (i; j) 2 D and avoid each other at the po-sitions (i; j) =2 D. Here is the diagram for the rc-graph in (3.1): w2 w6 w1 w3 w5 w41 �� �� �2 �� �� �� �3 �� �� �4 �� �� �5 �6 �It is easy to see that, for D 2 RC(w), the strandthat starts at the top of the wi-th column wends itsway down to the i-th row on the left side of the di-agram. No two strands can cross more than once,since by removing two such crossings we would ob-tain a shorter representation for the permutationw, contradicting the fact that the given word is re-duced. Thus RC(w) is the set of all such strandcon�gurations with exactly l(w) crossings. From

now on we will often think of our rc-graphs asstrand diagrams, but we will draw the strands onlywhen needed. Moreover we will not draw the \sea"of wavy strands past the crossings with i+ j max-imal.
Lemma 3.2. The transpose Dt of an rc-graph D inRC(w) is an rc-graph in RC(w�1).
Proof. If D 2 RC(w), the strands in Dt trace outthe permutation w�1. Furthermore, l(w) = l(w�1).Therefore, the number of crossings of Dt is mini-mal. �We also write �(D) forDt, thus de�ning a bijection� : RC(w) ! RC(w�1). Vic Reiner has suggestedthe same map using only reduced words and com-patible sequences.If we use the notationxD = Y(i;j)2D xi;the following corollary is a simple consequence ofTheorem 2.1. This was also noted in [Fomin andKirillov 1993].
Corollary 3.3. For any permutation w 2 S1,Sw = XD(a;�)2RC(w)xD(a;�): �
We now introduce moves on rc-graphs that areanalogous to the moves in Kohnert's conjecture[Kohnert 1990].For w 2 S1 and D 2 RC(w), a ladder move Lijis a change of the following type:j j+1i�m � �+ ++ ++ +i + �

7!
j j+1i�m � ++ ++ ++ +i � �Here the two columns are adjacent and the numberof rows involved is arbitrary. Formally, Lij(D) =D [ f(i�m; j + 1)g n f(i; j)g, where the followingconditions must be satis�ed:
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� (i; j) 2 D; (i; j + 1) =2 D;� (i�m; j), (i�m; j+1) =2 D for some 0 < m < i,and� (i� k; j); (i� k; j + 1) 2 D for each 1 � k < m.A chute move Cij is a change of the following type(we leave the formal description to the reader):j�m ji � + + + +i+1 � + + + �#j�m ji � + + + �i+1 + + + + �It is evident from these de�nitions and from Lemma3.2 that:
Lemma 3.4. Transposition conjugates chute movesto ladder moves, and vice versa. In symbols,�(Lij(D)) = Cji(�(D));for any rc-graph D.
Lemma 3.5. Ladder and chute moves preserve thepermutation associated with an rc-graph. In sym-bols, permCij(D) = permD if D is an rc-graph towhich Cij can be applied, and likewise for Lij.
Proof. The strands in the region of a chute movelook like this: j�m ji ��i+1 �� ��#j�m ji �� ��i+1 ��Clearly the move does not a�ect the way in whichthe strings are permuted. Transposition proves thecase of a ladder move. �Next we give a criterion for an rc-graph to be theresult of a chute move. Note that if the same chute

move is applied to two di�erent rc-graphs, the re-sults are also di�erent; therefore we can talk aboutinverse chute (and ladder) moves.
Lemma 3.6. An rc-graph D 2 RC(w) is the resultof a chute move|or, equivalently, it admits an in-verse chute move|if and only if there is some pair(i; j) 62 D such that (i+ 1; j) 2 D.Geometrically, the criterion for there not being aninverse chute move is that all the pluses in eachcolumn are clumped together at the top.
Proof. Suppose there is (i; j) 62 D with (i+ 1; j) 2D. Look right along row i+1 for the smallest k > jsuch that (i+ 1; k) 62 D. There must be such a k,since D contains only a �nite number of points.The situation then is the following:j m ki � + + � + � � � + + + + �i+1 + + + + + + + + + + + + �where the positions on the top row strictly betweenj and k may be �lled with + or �, but the position(i; k) must have a dot; if that position had a + wewould have j�m ji ��i+1 ��which is impossible because, as already remarked,two strands cannot cross twice. Now look to theleft of (i; k) for the largestm < k such that (i;m) 62D. Then (i+ 1; m) is able to move to (i; k) by aninverse chute move.The converse also follows from this analysis. �To state our main theorem, we introduce two rc-graphs for w 2 S1 that are extremal in an appro-priate sense:Dbot(w) = f(i; c) : c � mig;where mi = #fj : j > i and wj < wig, arises fromthe largest reduced word in reverse lexicographic
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order and the largest compatible sequence for thisword in ordinary lexicographic order; andDtop(w) = f(c; j) : c � njg;where nj = #fi : i < w�1j and wi > jg, arises fromthe smallest reduced word in reverse lexicographicorder and the smallest compatible sequence for thisword in ordinary lexicographic order. We haveDtop(w) = Dtbot(w�1). Here are Dtop and Dbot forthe permutation of (3.1) on page 259:1 2 3 4 51 + + � � +2 � + � �3 � + �4 � +5 �
1 2 3 4 51 + + � � �2 � � � �3 + � �4 + +5 +Let C(D) be the set of rc-graphs that can be de-rived from D by some sequence of (forward) chutemoves. De�ne L(D) analogously, with \ladder" re-placing \chute".

Theorem 3.7. Let w 2 S1.
(a) Dtop(w) does not admit an inverse chute.
(b) Any element of RC(w) other than Dtop(w) ad-mits an inverse chute.
(c) C(Dtop(w)) = RC(w) = L(Dbot(w)).
(d) Sw = XD2C(Dtop(w))xD = XD2L(Dbot(w))xD.
Proof. (a) follows from Lemma 3.6, since by de�ni-tion every column of Dtop(w) has an initial run ofpluses and no others.(b) Suppose that w 2 Sn. Consider, for all w0 2Sn, all rc-graphs D 2 RC(w0) that don't admitinverse chutes. For such a graph, column j hasbetween 0 and n � j pluses clumped at the top,again by Lemma 3.6. This gives n choices for the�rst column, n � 1 for the second, and so on, sothere are at most n! such graphs. By part (a),there is at least one such graph, Dtop(w0), for eachpermutation. Therefore all graphs of this type areof the form Dtop(w0).

(c) Anything obtained from Dtop by chute movesis in RC(w), by Lemma 3.5. Now an inverse chutemove pushes up a +, so any graph D 2 RC(w)must turn after �nitely many inverse chutes intoone that does not admit an inverse chute|that is,into Dtop(w), according to part (b). Reversing thissequence and applying chutes to Dtop(w) we re-cover D. This proves the �rst equality. The secondfollows from the �rst by duality: more precisely,RC(w) = �(RC(w�1)) = �(C(Dtop(w�1)))= �(C(�(Dbot(w)))) = L(Dbot(w));by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4.(d) follows from (c) and Corollary 3.3. �As an example, Figure 1 shows the computation ofS[1432] using ladder moves.Chute and ladder moves de�ne two partial or-ders on RC(w), with relations Lij(D) � D andCij(D) � D, respectively. These partial orders aredual to one another.The following result restricts the relations amongthe elements in the partial ordered set. However,there are still multiple paths to some of the rc-graphs.
Corollary 3.8. We can generate RC(w) using onlychute moves Cij such that i is the largest in col-umn j, that is, those satisfying (k; j) =2 D for allk > j. Similarly, we can generate RC(w) usingonly rightmost ladder moves Lij, that is, those sat-isfying (i; k) =2 D for all k > i.
Proof. Given D 2 RC(w) di�erent from Dtop(w),choose an inverse chute move C�1ij such that i is aslarge as possible. The point (i; j) must be the low-est point in column j of C�1ij (D), otherwise thereexists a point (k; j) =2 D with (k + 1; j) 2 D,and hence another possible inverse chute move C�1kjwith k > i. Next choose the lowest inverse chutemove possible on C�1ij (D). Continue applying thelowest move until there are no inverse chute movespossible. Reversing this sequence gives a sequenceof chute moves Cij such that (i; j) is the lowestpoint in column i that transforms Dtop(w) to D.
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RC[1; 4; 3; 2] =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

�� �� �� ����
%
&

�� �� ���� ���� �� ��� ��� ! �� ��� �� ��� ! �� ��� ��� ��

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
FIGURE 1. Computation of the Schubert polynomial of w = [1; 4; 3; 2] using Theorem 3.7. Starting fromDbot(w) (leftmost diagram) we apply all possible ladder moves and compute the monomial for each graph soobtained. The result is S[1432] = x22x3 + x1x22 + x1x2x3 + x21x3 + x21x2.Transposing this proof, we get the result for lad-der moves. �Algebraic proofs of Corollaries 3.9, 3.10, and 3.12appear in [Macdonald 1991]. Corollary 3.11 �rstappeared in [Billey et al. 1993].

Corollary 3.9. The Schubert polynomials, indexed bypermutations in S1, form an integral basis forZ[x1 ; x2; : : :]:
Proof. The leading term of each Sw, in reverse lex-icographic order, is given by Dbot(w). Each Dbotis unique, so each leading term is unique. Further-more, given any monomial x�11 : : : x�mm , there existsa permutation w such that xDbot(w) = x�11 : : : x�mm :simply put �1 pluses at the beginning of row 1, �2on row 2, and so on. �
Corollary 3.10. Given permutations u 2 Sm and v 2Sn, let u�v = [u1; : : : ; um; v1+m; : : : ; vn+m] and1m � v = [1; : : : ;m; v1 +m; : : : ; vn +m]. ThenSuS1m�v = Su�v: (3.2)

Proof. Every rc-graph in RC(u) is contained inf(i; j) : i+ j < mg, and no rc-graph in RC(1m� v)contains points in f(i; j) : i + j � mg. No rc-graph in RC(u � v) contains a point on the linei+ j = m. Therefore, there is a bijection betweenRC(u)�RC(1m� v) and RC(u� v), given by send-ing (D1;D2) to D1 [D2. �

Let # denote the operation inverse to v 7! 11 � v,in the notation of the preceding lemma, so that#v = [v2; v3; : : : ; vn] if v 2 Sn with v1 = 1 (and #vis unde�ned if v1 6= 1).
Corollary 3.11. For w 2 S1, we haveSw(x1; x2; : : :) =Xxl(v)1 S#vw(x2; x3; : : :);where the sum is over all permutations v 2 S1such that l(w) = l(vw)+ l(v), v = si1si2 : : : sip withi1 < i2 < : : : < ip, and (vw)1 = 1.
Proof. There is a bijectionRC(w)$[(v;RC(#vw));where the union is over all permutations v 2 Snsuch that l(w) = l(vw) + l(v), v = si1si2 : : : sipwith i1 < i2 < � � � < ip, and (vw)1 = 1. Thebijection is given by sending D 2 RC(w) to (v;D0)if v = si1si2 : : : sip , where the �rst row of D arepoints in columns i1; i2; : : : ; ip, and D0 is the rc-graph obtained by removing the �rst row of D. �The next result is a generalization of Corollary 3.11.
Corollary 3.12. For any �xed positive integer m andany w 2 Sn, we have the decompositionSw(x1; : : : ; xn)=X dwuvSu(x1; : : : ; xm)Sv(xm+1; : : : ; xn);where the dwuv are non-negative integers.
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Proof. Given a polynomial f(x1; x2; : : : ; xm), let�mf = f(x1; : : : ; xm; 0; 0; : : :). By an abuse of no-tation, we also let �m(RC(w)) = fD 2 RC(w) :�m(xD) = xDg. For each w 2 S1 and each m,there exists a bijectionRC(w)$[ �m(RC(u))� RC(v);where the union is over all permutations u; v suchthat l(u) + l(v) = l(w) and 1m � v = u�1w. Thebijection takes D tof(i; j) 2 D : j � mg � f(i; j �m) : (i; j) 2 D; j > mg:Therefore,Sw(x1; : : : ; xn)= Xl(u)+l(v)=l(w)1m�v=u�1w(�mSu(x1; : : : ; xn))Sv(xm+1; : : : ; xn):
Finally, we can expand �mSu in a positive sum ofSchubert polynomials by the transition equation(4.16) of [Macdonald 1991]. �
4. DOUBLE SCHUBERT POLYNOMIALSDouble Schubert polynomials generalize the usualSchubert polynomials in two alphabets. The orig-inal de�nition, given by Lascoux and Sch�utzen-berger, was written in terms of divided di�erenceoperators. Our de�nition follows from [Macdonald1991, eq. (6.3)]. We show that the double Schu-bert polynomials can also be represented graphi-cally and that these graphs can be constructed bymeans of ladder moves on an initial graph.
Definition. We take two alphabetsX = fx1; x2; : : :gand Y = fy1; y2; : : :g. For w 2 S1, we de�ne thedouble Schubert polynomial Sw(X;Y ) asSw(X;Y ) = Xv�1u=wl(u)+l(v)=l(w)(�1)l(v)Su(X)Sv(Y ):
Definition. A double rc-graph E for a permutationw consists of the following data: a pair (u; v) ofpermutations such that v�1u = w and l(w) =l(u) + l(v), and an rc-graph for each of u and v.

We usually think of the rc-graph for v as beingplaced upside down above that of u, and label itsrows with negative numbers. For this reason wecall the rc-graph for v the upper half of E, andthe rc-graph for u the lower half. For example, forw = [4; 3; 2; 1], one possible double rc-graph is1 2 3 4�4 ��3 + ��2 � � ��1 + � � �1 + + � �2 + + �3 � �4 �
or

1 2 3 4w1 �w2 �w3 �� �� �w4 �� �� �1 �� �2 �3 �� �4 �depending on whether or not we draw the strands.Here u = [3; 4; 1; 2] and v = [2; 1; 4; 3], and thelower and upper halves are1 2 31 + + �2 + +3 � and 1 2 31 + � �2 � �3 +No two strands of a double rc-graph can crosstwice. Two crossings in the same half are forbiddenby the analogous result for simple rc-graphs, whileone crossing in the upper half and one in the lowerhalf would violate the condition l(w) = l(u)+ l(v),as their removal would yield a shorter representa-tion for w.There is a natural bijection between the doublerc-graphs of w and those of w�1, given by inter-changing the roles of u and v such that w = v�1u,and the respective halves. Graphically, this corre-sponds to reecting across i = 0.We denote the set of all double rc-graphs for wby fRC(w). Given a double rc-graph E with upperhalf D� and lower half D+, we de�ne an associatedmonomial(xy)E = (�1)cardD� xD+yD� = Y(i;j)2D+xi Y(i;j)2D��yi:
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Corollary 3.3 has the following counterpart:Sw(X;Y ) = XE2fRC(w)(xy)E: (4.1)

Indeed, by the de�nition of double Schubert poly-nomials and Corollary 3.3 we haveSw(X;Y ) = Xv�1u=wl(u)+l(v)=l(w)
XC2RC(u) XD2RC(v)(�1)l(v)xCyD;

and this latter sum clearly equals PE2fRC(xy)E.We can extend the de�nition of a ladder or chutemove to double rc-graphs. We will study laddermoves only and leave chutes to the reader. A lad-der move on a double rc-graph E composed of anupper half D� and a lower half D+ is of one ofthree types:
(a) A (forward) ladder move in D+.
(b) An inverse ladder move in D� (note that sincethe upper half is drawn upside down, this typeof ladder move still moves crossings up).
(c) A move of the formj j+1�1 � �1 + ++ ++ +i + �

7!
j j+1�1 + �1 + ++ ++ +i � �We denote by L(E) be the set of double rc-graphsthat can be obtained from E by ladder moves. Asin the case of simple rc-graphs, ladder moves pre-serve the permutation w; this follows from Lemma3.5 for moves of types (a) and (b), and from thefollowing picture for moves of type (c):j j+1�1 �� ��1

i ��
7!

j j+1�1 ��1
i �� ��

Note, however, that the permutations v and u ofthe upper and lower halves are not preserved inthis case.Let Ebot(w) be the double rc-graph for w whoselower half isDbot(w) and whose upper half is trivial(no crossings).
Theorem 4.1. Let w 2 S1. ThenfRC(w) = L(Etop(w))and Sw(X;Y ) = XE2L(Ebot(w))(xy)E:Stanley �rst noted that double Schubert polyno-mials could be expressed in terms of generalizedcompatible sequences as in Theorem 2.1.
Proof. The second equation follows from the �rstand from (4.1). To prove the �rst equation, wereason much as in the proof of Theorem 3.7. First,as already observed, any double rc-graph obtainedfrom Ebot(w) by ladder moves is in fRC(w).To show, conversely, that any E 2 fRC(w) is inL(Ebot(w)), we proceed by induction on the num-ber of crossings in the upper half D� of E. IfD� has no crossings, E is in L(Ebot(w)), by The-orem 3.7(c) applied to the lower half D+ of E.Now suppose D� has at least one crossing. Againusing Theorem 3.7 on D+, we can assume thatD+ = Dbot(u) for some permutation u. Using up-side down ladder moves on D� we may also assumethat the row i = �1 is not empty.Therefore we can �nd j > 0 such that (�1; j) 2E and (�1; j + 1) =2 E, then i > 0 such that(i; j) =2 E and (k; j) 2 E for 0 < k < i. Since D+ =Dbot(u), we must have (i; j+1) =2 E. We claim thatwe are allowed to move (�1; j) to (i; j) by an in-verse ladder move of type (c). Weneed only check that (k; j + 1) 2 Efor all 0 < k < i. If we assume thisis not the case, we would have thecon�guration shown on the right,for k > 0 minimal with (k; j + 1) =2E. This is impossible, since no two

j j+1�1 ��
k ��
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strands can cross twice. Hence, by inverse laddermoves we can decrease the number of crossings inD�. By the induction hypothesis it follows thatthe new graph can be turned into Ebot(w) with asequence of inverse ladder moves. This concludesthe proof. �From Theorem 4.1 one can check that Sw(X; 0) =Sw(X).
5. MONK’S RULEIn this section we give a new and elegant proofof Monk's rule [Macdonald 1991, eq. (4.1500)] forexpanding SwSsr in the basis of Schubert polyno-mials. (Recall that sr is the r-th simple transpo-sition.) The proof follows from an insertion algo-rithm for adding a crossing to an rc-graph in such away that it produces another rc-graph. From thisinsertion algorithm, we were inspired to conjecturea rule for multiplying Schubert polynomials in aspecial case (Section 6).We start with a simple observation: if we havethe local con�gurations ��t (i;j)
in position (i; j) of an rc-graph, where s and t arethe strand labels, then s < t if and only if thesetwo strands do not cross anywhere below this point(that is, on a row with i0 > i). This is clear, be-cause strands are labeled by the row where theyoriginate on the left, and they can cross at mostonce.

Algorithm 5.1 (Insertion). Given D 2 RC(w) (wherew 2 S1) and integers r and i with r � i > 0,we produce a triple Ir(D; i) = (D0; k; l), where kand l are positive integers, D0 is an rc-graph for apermutation of length l(w) + 1, and xD0 = xDxi.Since the leftmost strand on row i is labeled i � r,there exists j such that the position (i; j) looks like
s ��t with s � r < t. (5.1)

We �nd Ir(D; i) as follows (see also Figure 2):Set i0 = i. Let j0 be maximal such that thecon�guration at (i0; j0) is as in (5.1). Add thecrossing (i0; j0) to D, and let s0 = s and t0 = tbe the strands that cross there. If the result is anrc-graph, stop. This happens if the strands s0 andt0 do not cross again elsewhere. If, on the contrary,they also cross at (i1; j01), delete this second cross-ing from D. Since s0 < t0, we must have i1 < i0,by the observation preceding the algorithm. Next,�nd j1 < j01 maximal such that the con�gurationat (i1; j1) is as in (5.1). Such a j1 must exist sincei1 < i0 � r. Add the crossing (i1; j1) to D, andlet s1 and t1 be the strands that cross there. Ifthe result is an rc-graph, stop. Otherwise continuedeleting and inserting crossings in the manner justexplained. This process will eventually stop be-cause the row numbers are strictly decreasing. Ifp is the last step of the process, set k = sp andl = tp, and let D0 be the resulting graph, obtainedfrom the original D after p add/delete steps and a�nal addition step.w1 w6 w2 w5 w3 w41 �� �� �� �2 �� �� �� �� �3 �� �� �4 �5 �6 �
7!

w1 w6 w2 w5 w3 w41 �� �� �� �� �2 �� �� �� �� �3  �� �4 �5 �6 �
7!

w1 w6 w5 w2 w3 w41 ��  �� �� �2 �� �� �� �� �3 �� �4 �5 �6 �
FIGURE 2. Application of the Insertion Algorithm 5.1 to an rc-graph D 2 RC[1; 3; 5; 6; 4; 2]. Here r = 4 andi = 3. The insertion path is (3; 2), (1; 4), (1; 3).
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We call the sequence of positions(i0; j0); (i1; j01); (i1; j1); : : : ; (ip; j0p); (ip; jp)the insertion path. The coordinates of an insertionpath must satisfy the following inequalities:i = i0 > i1 > � � � > ip � 1;j0 < j01 > j1 < � � � < j0p > jp:Let tkl be the transposition that interchanges theelements in positions k and l when acting from theright on a permutation. Then l(wtkl) = l(w) + 1when k < l; wk < wl; and for no index m betweenk and l is there a wm such that wk < wm < wl.Note that the output (D0; k; l) of the insertion al-gorithm satis�es permD0 = (permD)tkl. Indeed,after each add/delete step, the resulting graph isstill in RC(permD), since the added and deletedcrossings involve the same pair of strands. The �-nal step, when (ip; jp) is added, involves the strandsnumbered k = sp and l = tp, so it corresponds tomultiplying the permutation on the right by tkl. Inaddition, l(permD0) = l(permD) + 1, since D0 isan rc-graph by construction, and it has one morecrossing than D.
Algorithm 5.2 (Reverse Insertion). Given a permuta-tion w, integers l > r � k > 0 with l(wtkl) =l(w) + 1, and and rc-graph D0 2 RC(wtkl), we canreverse the insertion algorithm to �nd a pair (D; i),where D 2 RC(w), i � r, and (D0; k; l) = Ir(D; i).This is done as follows:There is a unique position (i0; j0) 2 D0 where thestrands k and l cross. Delete that crossing fromD0.Now if there is no position to the right of (i0; j0)where the con�guration ist ��s with s � r < t; (5.2)stop. Otherwise, let (i0; j00) be the position mini-mizing j00 > j0 and having the con�guration (5.2).Let s1 = s and t1 = t be the strands there. By theobservation preceding Algorithm 5.1, these strandss1 and t1 must cross at some point (i1; j1) wherei1 > i0 and j1 < j00. Add (i0; j00) from D0, and

delete (i1; j1). If possible, �nd (i1; j01) satisfying(5.2) and such that j01 > j1 is minimal, and con-tinue in this way. All strands below row r havelabels larger than r and i0 < i1 < : : : < ip � r, sothis process will eventually end. The last row ipfrom which we remove a point becomes i, and themodi�ed rc-graph D0 becomes D.
Theorem 5.3 (Monk’s Rule). Given w 2 S1 and asimple transposition sr, we haveSsrSw = Xk�r<ll(wtkl)=l(w)+1 Swtkl :
Proof. There is a monomial-preserving bijectionRC(w)� RC(sr)![RC(w0);where the union is over all permutations w0 = wtklsuch that k � r < l and l(wtkl) = l(w) + 1. Thebijection is given by (D; i) 7! Ir(D; i), where weare using the fact that any rc-graph for sr containsa single crossing, on some row i � r, to identifyRC(sr) with f1; : : : ; rg.The discussion immediately before Algorithm 5.2shows that, if D 2 RC(w), then Ir(D; i) 2 RC(w0)for some w0 = wtkl such that k � r < l andl(wtkl) = l(w) + 1.Conversely, assume that we are given an rc-graphD0 2 RC(w0) where w0 = wtkl and k � r < l andl(wtkl) = l(w) + 1. Each D0l for 0 � l � p in thereverse insertion sequence has the strand con�gu-ration of w and the number of points is l(w), henceis in RC(w). Furthermore, a unique i � r is givenby the �nal row ip. �
Remark 5.4. A permutation w is Grassmannian ifit has only one descent in the sequence w1; w2; : : :.When w is Grassmannian, the insertion algorithmcorresponds to the usual Schensted insertion onsemistandard tableaux. We leave it to the readerto check that one can �nd a weight-preserving bi-jection between RC(w) and the set of semistan-dard tableaux of shape �(w) �lled with numbers1; 2; : : : ; r, where r is the unique descent of w. (See[Billey et al. 1993, Theorem 2.5] and [Bergeron
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1992, x 2].) Then one can show that our insertionalgorithm, keeping r �xed, corresponds (under thisbijection) to Schensted insertion.
6. CONJECTURESAs we know (Corollary 3.9), Schubert polynomialsform an integral basis for Z[x1 ; x2; : : :]. A long-standing open problems in the theory of Schubertpolynomials is to �nd a combinatorial proof thatthe coe�cients cwuv are positive in the expansionSuSv =X cwuvSw:The cwuv are the analogs of the Littlewood{Richard-son coe�cients in the theory of Schur functions.Monk's rule is a special case of this problem. Thetwo rules conjectured in this Section will be analogsof Pieri's Rule, which was the predecessor of theLittlewood{Richardson rule.Our investigation of the insertion algorithm inSection 5 suggested a generalization of Monk's rule.We successively insert b � i1 � i2 � � � � � id into adiagram. This led us to Conjecture 6.1. We werenot able to prove this conjecture by generalizingthe proof of Monk's rule, that is, by successive in-sertions, but we still believe it is true! (Here isa counterexample, found by computer, that showsthat successive insertion alone will not prove theconjectures: the multiplication of S[1;2;5;4;3] withS[1;2;4;5;3]. For the insertions of i1 = 3 and i2 = 3in the rc-graph D = f(1; 3); (1; 4); (2; 3)g, the sec-ond insertion path fails to remain weakly to theright of the �rst one.)The second conjecture was found by computerinvestigation. We assumed that there would be ananalogue of Conjecture 6.1 for permutations withdiagram D(w) a single column. We programmedseveral di�erent patterns until a rule emerged. Thiscomputation would have been impossible to do byhand because we need to multiply Schubert poly-nomials and expand in the basis of Schubert poly-nomials many times for each example.Let r[b; d] = [1; 2; : : : ; b � 1; b + d; b; b + 1; : : :].Note that Dbot(r[b; d]) is a single row. The per-

mutation r[b; d] is Grassmannian, and its Schubertpolynomial equals hd(x1; x2; : : : ; xb), the homoge-neous symmetric function of degree d.
Conjecture 6.1. For any w 2 S1 and any positiveintegers b and d, we haveSwSr[b;d] =XSw0 ;where the sum runs over all w0 = wtk1l1tk2l2 : : : tkdldsuch that ki � b < li for 1 � i � d, and if we letw(i) = w(i�1)tkili with w(0) = w, then l(w(i)) =l(w(i�1)) + 1 andw(1)k1 < w(2)k2 < � � � < w(d)kd :
Remark 6.2. It is remarkable that this multiplica-tion is multiplicity free!Let c[b; d] = [1; 2; : : : ; b � d; b � d + 2; : : : ; b + 1;b � d + 1; b + 2; b + 3; : : :]. Note that Dtop(c[b; d])is a single column. The permutation c[b; d] is alsoGrassmannian, and its Schubert polynomial equalsed(x1; x2; : : : ; xb), the elementary symmetric func-tion.
Conjecture 6.3. For any w 2 S1 and any positiveintegers b and d, we haveSwSc[b;d] =XSw0 ;where the sum runs over all w0 = wtk1l1tk2l2 : : : tkdldsuch that ki � b < li for 1 � i � d, and if we letw(i) = w(i�1)tkili with w(0) = w, thenl(w(i)) = l(w(i�1)) + 1and w(1)k1 > w(2)k2 > � � � > w(d)kd > 0:The conjectures have been veri�ed by computerfor all permutations w 2 S7 and all values of band d. We have found computations in S8 to bebeyond the capacity of our computers (Sun Sparc10). The validity of these conjectures would greatlyspeed up any algorithm for expanding the productsSwSr[b;d] and SwSc[b;d]. To see why this is so, welook at an example.
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Suppose that we want to expand Sr[3;2]S[1;2;5;4;3]in the basis of Schubert polynomials. Let b = 3 andd = 2, and construct a rooted tree in the followingway: 125j4365� ����2 �2126j4357 135j426 145j2366� 5� �3 �51274356 136425 14532 146235The top of the tree is the initial permutation.We assume there are an in�nite number of �xedpoints beyond what is written. We have inserteda vertical line after the position b = 3. To �ndthe children of the root, we �nd all transpositionsthat switch numbers across the vertical line so thatthe lengths increase by exactly one. We label theedge from the root to a child by the smallest ofthe two numbers switched. Of course the smallestnumber will always come from the left. This con-structs the �rst generation of the tree. For the nextgeneration, we repeat the process above, but onlyallowing the transpositions for which the smallestnumber is bigger than the label on the edge of thisnode. We repeat the last step d = 2 times. Theleaves of the tree are precisely the permutations w0that appear in the expansion in Conjecture 6.1.
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